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Communication is a challenge when there is no common language.

In a globalized world, this is increasingly true - also for pharmacists when they interact with foreign customers daily.
Pharmacist’s Communicator Ò is the webapp that ends language barriers in pharmacies.

Non-verbal communication reduces frustration and improves satisfaction

Empathic symbols for any use case allow non-verbal communication between pharmacists and customers. Captions in
the pharmacist’s and the costumer’s mother tongue increase their safety. All interactions of a conversation are gathered
and reviewed in one place.
Thereby it empowers pharmacies to provide a better service, prevents misunderstandings and sales losses.

Pharmacist’s Communicator Ò is designed to be used at any time by any employee, with minimal consumption of time.

There is no need any more to “talk” with hands and feet !



Pharmacist’s CommunicatorÒ also offers multiple additional features to facilitate

pharmacist’s tasks:

Worldwide drugs search: search for the active ingredients of foreign drugs 

Email and print summaries: Print and e-mail the interaction, thereby hand out useful information to your client

Keep track of your activities: Backoffice analytics

Pharmacist’s CommunicatorÒ is a powerful cross-sales enhancement tool, which 

helps to drive increased sales.

Learn more about Pharmacist’s CommunicatorÒ on: www.pharmacistscommunicator.com



Screens



Easy-to-use entry menu

Pharmacist’s language by default
(Spanish in this example)

Choose costumer’s language
(English, German, Portuguese, Spanish,
French, Italian, Arab, Russian …more to
come)

Choose from Complaints, Drugs,
Products and Services

Main Menu



You will find over 350 self-explaining symbols that cover almost every relevant

symptom and product. They are organized in meaningful menus that unfold and

thereby lead to your costumer’s very need.



Find the right name of your

customer’s drug in your country!

Drug search



Services

Insert measurements and test results and hand it out to your client by

printing or email!



ANALYTICS IN BACKOFFICE

Monitor the service provided! In the

backoffice you will find a broad set

of analytics regarding the use of the

application.



Video
Watch 

Pharmacist’s Communicator Ò

in action



https://vimeo.com/176218664



Are you interested? Please contact us and feel free to
ask us any question:

Email: contact@standclear.net

Phone: +351 919449190


